The use of harmonic drive gear boxes in space robotic applications offer several attractive properties, such as high reduction ratio, compact size, low mass, and coaxial assembly. However, the flexibility effects of this type of gear mechanism in the joints of robotic manipulators are significant enough to make real-time control challenging. This paper addresses the problem of fuzzy adaptive trajectory control of space manipulators that exhibit elastic vibrations in their joints and that are subject to parametric uncertainties and dynamics modeling errors. The developed control scheme uses a fuzzy adaptation mechanism that varies in real-time the gains of a slow control term designed to stabilize the rigid dynamics, and a linear correction term to further reduce the elastic vibrations at the joints. The proposed controller is validated in numerical simulations in a trajectory tracking scenario by a flexible-joint manipulator. Simulation results suggest that the controller is robust to uncertainties in joint stiffness coefficients and to modeling errors, and yields improved tracking performance compared with conventional flexible-joint control strategies.
I. Introduction
HE benefits of lightweight space robotic manipulators are gained at the expense of higher elasticity in the joints. This leads to a more complex dynamic behavior. The additional flexible dynamics introduce two more state variables for each joint, which implies that the description of the complete dynamics model (including joint elasticity) requires four states for each joint: position and velocity of the motor rotor and position and velocity of the link. As a result, accelerating and stopping the arm produces large vibrations, making positioning of the end-effector very difficult. Achieving accurate motion and dampening elastic vibrations thus require advanced control techniques. Conventional model-based control strategies for flexible-joint manipulators, such as nonlinear feedback control, 1 and feedback linearization, 2 require good knowledge of the plant in the form of a mathematical model and its parameters. Consequently, if significant or unpredictable plant parameter variations arise, or if there are modeling errors due to complex flexible dynamics behaviors, model-based control approaches may perform inadequately. Although indirect adaptive control techniques may be used to estimate unknown plant parameters upon which the controller gains are obtained using some design procedure, this class of adaptive control methodologies nevertheless requires good knowledge of the dynamics model. 3 For example, Cao and de Silva 4 use an indirect adaptive control scheme in which neural networks approximate the unknown manipulator inertia and centrifugal-Coriolis matrices that are used explicitly in their control law. Alternatively, direct adaptive control techniques, with the controller gains updated directly in response to tracking errors, without requiring estimation of unknown plant parameters or mathematical models of the system to be controlled, can be used to address this problem. 5 Ulrich et al. 6 developed an adaptive composite control strategy using the singular perturbation-based (SPB) theory, in which a slow direct adaptive control term is added to a fast control term designed to dampen the elastic vibrations at the joints of a flexible-joint manipulator system. The direct adaptive control system was based on the modified simple adaptive control (MSAC) methodology, using the tracking errors between the ideal system and the actual system outputs to adapt the controller gains.
In addition to direct adaptive control, fuzzy logic techniques have also been successfully applied to situations where mathematical modeling of the plant was uncertain; with flexible-joint manipulators for example. Goulet et al. 7 applied a complex multi-layer approach with a conventional control bottom layer, with a preprocess layer and an 1 Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 1125 Colonel By Drive, Member AIAA. 2 Professor, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 1125 Colonel By Drive, Associate Fellow AIAA. designed a fuzzy model reference adaptive control strategy and applied it to a single-link elastic-joint manipulator that was mathematically modeled by a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model. The design of this controller was based on the TS dynamics model using a parallel distributed compensation technique. Poor performance were achieved when tracking a sine-wave trajectory described in terms of joint angles, as demonstrated by the ±2 degree oscillating tracking error along the desired trajectory. Weiming et al. 10 proposed a fuzzy proportional-integral controller, with the joint angular position and velocity errors chosen as inputs, and an incremental control torque vector selected as the controller output. The control strategy included an inner-loop system that managed the variation of the incremental control gain, which significantly increased the complexity of the control scheme, largely due to the realtime numerical integration of various signals.
The purpose of this work is to address the problem of trajectory tracking by a two-link flexible-joint manipulator which is subject to large parametric uncertainties and modeling errors. The proposed strategy employs automatic tuning of the controller, enabling it to adapt to different plant conditions. To achieve this, a composite controller which uses a direct fuzzy adaptive control law as the slow control term is proposed. Within this context, the main contributions of this work are as follows. First, the strategy uses a novel direct adaptation mechanism based on fuzzy logic that adjusts the gains of the slow control term to yield good trajectory tracking performance in the presence of adverse conditions. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first time a fuzzy logic approach is employed in a composite control scheme for flexible-joint robot manipulators. Second, as opposed to the previously mentioned existing flexible-joint control schemes, this new direct fuzzy adaptive method does not rely on on-line identification of plant parameters, is simple to implement, and renders effective trajectory-tracking performance regardless of large parametric uncertainties and dynamics modeling errors. Third, most existing control schemes for flexible-joint manipulators have been validated in numerical simulations using only the classic linear joint stiffness dynamics model. 11 In this work, similar to Ulrich et al., 6 the performance of the proposed control strategy will also be assessed with a comprehensive dynamics model that captures nonlinear effects observed in experiments, such as friction and nonlinear joint stiffness. This nonlinear model will be used as a mean to validate the robustness of the proposed controller to modeling errors.
II. Elastic-Joint Manipulator Dynamics
Consider a class of two-link elastic-joint robot manipulator systems, whose nonlinear dynamics is derived in terms of kinetic and potential energies stored in the system by the Euler-Lagrange formulation. Assuming that each joint is modeled as a linear torsional spring of constant stiffness, the resulting dynamics of flexible-joint manipulators with revolute joints which are actuated directly by DC motors are represented by the following secondorder differential equations 
III. Problem Statement
The objective is to design a fuzzy adaptive controller which ensures that the flexible-joint robot manipulator tracks the output vector ) (t m y of the following reference model
where 
IV. Fuzzy Adaptive Control Development
Similar to the recently developed MSAC-based direct adaptive control method, 6 the proposed control strategy uses the singular perturbation-based (SPB) theory, which transforms a dynamic model into a two-timescale model: the quasi-steady-state model and the boundary-layer model. When applied to flexible-joint manipulators, the SPB theory provides a framework for the design of composite controllers, in which the motor torque control input is given by τ is designed to stabilize the quasi-steady-state model (which has a form equivalent to the rigid-joint dynamics model), and the fast-control torque f τ is applied to the boundary-layer model. This control torque separation approach inherent to the SPB theory results in an important practical design consideration regarding the slow control term 13 : it must be function of the state of the quasi-steady state model, and must not contain a feedback of the control torque. As a result, not any rigid-joint controllers may be considered as the slow control term. A more detailed treatment of the SPB theory can be found in Khalil's work. 14 The composite control law proposed herein that satisfies the consideration stated above is given by 
Adaptation of these control gains is achieved via a fuzzy logic mechanism, which updates the gains as a function of the tracking errors between the actual plant outputs and the reference model outputs. Adopting a decentralized approach, ) (t
where the time-varying control parameters 
, represent the defuzzified outputs of a normalized fuzzy logic system (FLS). As shown in Eqs. (13) and (14) 4  are applied to the velocity tracking errors e x  and e y  respectively. Whenever possible, the adaptation mechanism of each control parameter is based on its associated tracking error and its time-derivative. Thus, since no acceleration measurements are assumed, the adaptation mechanism of 3  and 4  are based only on e x  and e y  respectively. Figure 1 illustrates the block scheme implementation of the direct fuzzy adaptive system, where each component is described in the following subsections. Unlike existing fuzzy-logic control methodologies for flexible-joint manipulators, 7-10 the proposed strategy does not output the defuzzified control input signals, but rather outputs time-varying control parameters which are used to update the control gains in response to the trajectory tracking errors, thus resulting in a direct adaptive control scheme. 
where the membership function ) ( 
B. Rule-Bases
The previously-defined linguistic values are also used to generate linguistic rules of the form
The rules are designed intuitively; as the magnitude of a given tracking error along an axis varies positively or negatively, the associated control parameter Tables 1 and 2 . 
Otherwise, for rules with a consequent of either 3  or 4  , the degree of certainty to which the i th rule applies is simply obtained as
Next, the membership function ) ( 
where the implied fuzzy set i q B specifies the certainty level at which the q th control parameter should be a specific crisp value, taking only rule i into consideration. The resulting membership function ) ( B of the i th rule. Since the MIN operator works on each point of a given output membership curve, the final shape of the implied membership function could change depending on the number of points used to generate the membership functions. In this study, each output membership function is modeled with 100 points, evenly distributed across the output universe of discourse.
As an alternative to using implied fuzzy sets to perform the inference step, the overall implied fuzzy set with membership function ) ( q B q   , which represents the conclusion reached by all rules simultaneously, can be computed, as it was done in Ref. 15 . However, as explained by Passino and Yurkovich, 16 the use of the overall implied fuzzy set is not recommended for real-time applications, due to the increased complexity in both the computation of the overall implied fuzzy set itself, and in the defuzzification step, which is usually based on the center of area (COA) method.
D. Defuzzification
The center of gravity (COG) defuzzification method calculates a crisp control parameter 
where  n ℝ denotes the number of rules (81 for 1  and 2  , and 9 for 3  and 4  ), and The resulting nonlinear adaptation surface and nonlinear adaptation curve that concisely represent all the information in the fuzzy adaptation mechanism are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. Note that decreasing the input scaling gains would rescale the axes and decrease the slope of the adaptation surface and adaptation curve, and the controller's overall sensitivity to small tracking errors. Conversely, setting the input scaling gains too high would make the membership functions saturate at low values, resulting in oscillations or chattering. The ripple effects observed in Figs. 5 and 6 are created by the interpolation between the different rules. Ultimately, tuning the scaling gains, selecting the membership functions, and defining the rules modifies the shape of the adaptation surface and adaptation curve, which in turn may affect the closed-loop behavior. 
V. Numerical Simulations
This section presents the numerical simulation results obtained by implementing the direct fuzzy adaptive composite controller developed in this study. The parameters of the two-link flexible-joint manipulator are based on previous studies, 6, 15, 17 Fig. 9 . The resulting end-effector trajectory exhibits overshoots similar to those of the nominal case: 0.108 m at each direction change. In response to the larger flexibilities in the manipulator system, oscillations in the time-varying control gains, shown in Fig. 10 , are greater than in the nominal case, thereby providing efficient damping of the elastic vibrations while keeping the tracking errors as low as possible. These findings demonstrate that, once the direct fuzzy adaptive algorithm is properly designed under nominal conditions, the results are not significantly sensitive to uncertainties in the system parameters.
As mentioned previously, for most practical applications, the linear joint stiffness assumption is not satisfactory, as several unknown nonlinear effects may affect the end-effector motion. For this reason, it is important to determine the handling capabilities of the controller to unmodeled dynamics. To this end, the fuzzy adaptive composite controller designed for the nominal robot manipulator was applied, without retuning the control parameters and scaling gains, to a more realistic nonlinear joint stiffness model, that includes friction, nonlinear joint stiffness, soft-windup effect, and inertial couplings between motor and link accelerations. More details on the derivation of this nonlinear joint stiffness model, and its parameters can be found in Ref. 6 . As shown in Fig. 11 , despite the modeling errors, successful trajectory-tracking is achieved by keeping to a minimum the tracking errors along the square trajectory. Figure 12 illustrates that the adaptive control gains reached higher magnitudes in comparison with those previously obtained. This demonstrates that the adaptive fuzzy control scheme copes with modeling errors by adjusting its control parameters to maintain good tracking performance.
In all simulation cases, both components of the proportional and derivative time-varying control gains are bounded by lower limits, given by 5.19 and 6.79 respectively (see Figs. 8, 10, and 12) . Indeed, after each subsequent direction switch in the trajectory, the tracking errors tend toward zero, reaching the minimum point on the nonlinear adaptation surface and adaptation curve, which corresponds to 0.0519 for 1  and 2  , and 0.0251 for 3  and 4  .
The multiplication of these minimum points by their associated output scaling gains corresponds to the lower bounds of the time-varying control gains observed in Figs. 8, 10, and 12. with the indirect adaptive composite controller. In other words, estimates of unknown robot inertia and centrifugalCoriolis matrices used in the control law were replaced with the actual ones. For more details about these two controllers, the reader is referred to Refs. 18-20. As illustrated in Fig. 13 , the PD controller results in significant overshoots at each direction change with sustained oscillations that failed to converge to a straight line along each side of the trajectory, whereas the indirect adaptive composite control scheme provides good tracking results throughout the trajectory, similarly to the direct fuzzy adaptive strategy. The tracking performance of the PD controller is further aggravated when applied to the manipulator with significantly lower joint stiffness, as depicted in Fig. 14 . However, as with the proposed controller, the indirect adaptive control strategy maintains adequate tracking results despites parametric uncertainties. As anticipated, these results suggest that the fixed-gain PD control strategy cannot cope efficiently with such large uncertainties in the plant parameters. Figure 15 illustrates the limitation of the indirect adaptive controller. Indeed, this controller, as opposed to the one proposed in this paper, is based on good knowledge of the manipulator dynamics model structure. As a consequence, when the same controller tuned with the nominal linear joint model is applied to the nonlinear joint model that includes unmodeled dynamics effects, the indirect adaptive controller does not perform adequately. Contrarily, the end-effector trajectory obtained with PD control strategy exhibits good tracking results, as shown in Fig. 15 . This demonstrates the increased robustness to modeling errors obtained with the model-independent strategies, i.e. the PD controller and the direct fuzzy adaptive controller. Finally, in comparison with the PD and the indirect adaptive control strategy, these simulation results indicate that the proposed direct fuzzy adaptive composite controller provides significantly improved trajectory tracking results, with an increased robustness to both parametric uncertainties and modeling errors. 
VI. Conclusion
A novel direct adaptive composite controller was developed for flexible-joint manipulator systems that are subject to parametric uncertainties and modeling errors. The control gain adaptation mechanism of the proposed controller is based on a normalized fuzzy logic system. The fuzzy adaptive system calculates time-varying control parameters in response to tracking errors between the actual plant outputs and the outputs of a reference model, then adapts the control gains to reduce tracking errors. Simulation results obtained from tracking a square trajectory by a manipulator modeled with both the well-known linear joint stiffness model and a newly-developed nonlinear joint stiffness model that is more complex and realistic, established that the proposed control strategy effectively manages significant uncertainties and modeling errors in the plant, by time-varying the control parameters accordingly. Compared to a PD and an indirect adaptive controller, the developed adaptive strategy yields better tracking results along the square trajectory, as well as improved robustness. Future work includes the development of a controller gain adaptation mechanism based on the type-2 fuzzy logic theory, which is known to yield improved tracking performance over conventional fuzzy logic methodologies in situations where uncertainties, modeling errors and disturbances are affecting the plant. Moreover, investigations for a general n-DOF manipulator could be pursued.
